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The non-relativistic difference equations describing the motion of a single proton through an Alvarez structure
linac gap given by P. Lapostolle at the Ftascati Conference (1965) are derived in a very simple way. Beam
dynamics coefficients (T and S transit time coefficients) are defined as Fourier transforms of the rf field in the gap.
The equations of motion and the difference equations are transformed by the introduction of thin lens (reduced)
variables. The equations of motion are solved by iteration starting from free particle motion. First order results
can be found by identifying the integrals of the transformed equations of motion with those of the beam dynamics
coefficients.
1. INTRODUCTION
Charged particles passing through a linear
accelerator experience different forces in the various
parts of the machine, as, for example, accelerating
gaps, drift spaces, quadrupole lenses. Therefore,
exact computations of trajectories can only be done
numerically. For this, solutions of the equations
of motion are used which have been found by
approximate analytical methods and which describe
particle motion through a region where a single
type of force prevails. The method of calculating
single proton motion through an Alvarez structure
linac gap has been initiated by Panofsky(l); it
has been subsequently extended, modified and
applied by a number of authors. (2-11) It is also used
to give a first approximation in space-charge
calculations. (12,13)
The calculation of particle trajectories may be
separated into two steps (10,11): (i) in the first, beam
dynamics coefficients (the transit time factor, the T
and S transit time coefficients) are defined as
Fourier transforms of the accelerating rf field in
the gap. Their analytical properties and expressions
have been discussed for the waveguide model of the
gap. (10) This involves some lengthy derivations.
But in practical computations values for these
coefficients are used which have been found by
numerical integration of gap and cavity fields
found from mesh calculations(11,14); (ii) in the
second step the increments of particles coordinates
across the gap are expressed by the beam dynamics
coefficients. In Ref. (10) this has been done by
rather involved computations. In this paper it is
shown that this can be done very simply with the
help of the thin lens approximation introduc"ed in
Ref. (1), where motion through the gap is treated
as if the gap were reduced to its median plane, while
particles drift freely outside these planes from gap
centre to gap centre. This method is used for ease
of numerical computation of trajectories. The
thin lens (reduced) dynamical variables are con-
stant in the absence of forces. The essential step
in this new derivation of beam dynamics difference
equations is to transform the dynamical equations
by introducing thin lens variables, before they are
solved by iteration starting from free particle
motion. Th.e resulting first order integrals may be
immediately identified' with the definitions of the
T and S transit time coefficients.
The method is used here to compute the non-
relativistic difference equations across a gap
symmetrical about its centre plane. This restriction
could be abandoned if the definitions of beam
dynamics coefficients were changed accordingly.
The analysis reveals that the difference equations
expressing the change of particle coordinates
across the gap are model-independent and are the
same for the cavity and the waveguide model.
Although the analytical expressions that the two
models provide for the beam dynamics coefficients
are different, it is expected for physical reasons that
this difference will be small practically.
In Sec. 2 the beam dynamics coefficients are
defined and some expressions useful in practical
applications are reported from Ref. (10). In
Sec. 3 the equations of motion are given. The thin
lens transformations are introduced in Sec. 4. In
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Eo, E1 is the average field strength along the axis
(across the gap). Lis cell length. For p see Fig. 1.








JL I2VoTz(k, r) = 2 0 Eiz, r) cos (kz)dz,




JL I2.VoSlk, r) = 2 0 Er(z, r) cos (kz) dz,
with
Zo is the particle's velocity at the gap centre. The
appearance of this k in the beam dynamics co-
efficients may be interpreted as if the particle mainly
interacted with that component of the rf field in the
gap which propagates with the same phase velocity,
vcfJ = Zo°
The above definitions are given as they may be
used in a model where gap and drift tubes are
approximated by a closed cavity. The radio-
frequency is about a hundred times smaller than
the lowest cut-off frequ;ency of the waveguide
modes in the drift tubes; therein the field decays
exponentially and a circular waveguide with a gap(I z I< pj2) will give nearly the same results. In
the above integrals the upper limit may be infinity.
Also in the equations below (except for Eqs. (17)
to (20), (23)) the limits ± Lj2 may be replaced with
± 00. In that limit the evaluation of the integrals (4)
gives for waveguide fields:
Tz{k, r) = To{k) Io{krr),
Tr{k, r) = To(k)k 11 (krr)jkr . (7)
In are the modified Bessel functions. kr is defined
by:
/
2. FIELD PROPERTIES AND BEAM
DYNAMICS COEFFICIENTS
The time dependence of the axially symmetrical
rf field of the TM-type in' the gap (see Fig. 1) is
harmonic with angular frequency w:
Ez,r{z, r, 4» = Ez,r(z, r)cos4> (I)
where 4> = wt + 4>0 is phase. The phase constant
4>0 gives the phase of the rf field in the instant
where the particle crosses the gap centre, Z = O.
It is assumed that the gap' and the longitudinal
field are symmetrical with respect to the centre :
Ez{z,r) = Ez(-z,r), Er{z,r) = -Er{-z,r). (2)
These symmetries are frequently used below in the
evaluation of beam dynamics coefficients and
difference equations. No explicit field represen-
tations (5,6,10,11) are needed here.
The instantaneous peak voltage along the axis,
r = 0, is:
J
L I2
VO = 2 0 Elz, r)dz ~ EIP ~ EoL.
Sec. 5 the equations of motion are solved approxi-
mately. In Sec. 6 the difference equations are
derived. The corresponding tables are given at the
end. Notations, symbols and definitions are the
same as in Ref. (10) except for the definition of
phase·t
The relations above are proved in Ref. (I) with the
help of Fourier integral representations of the field
components.
p
FIG. 1. Configuration of an accelerating gap and
its field. p = g +2Ri .
t In this paper: cP = wt + cPo, while in Refs. 10 and 11:
cP = wt.
2 JLI2To(k) = V
o
0 Ez(z, r = 0) cos (kz) dz (9)
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is the transit time factor characterizing the longi-
tudinal field distribution on the axis. It is approxi-
mately:
1 sin (kpj2)
To(k) ~ Io(kra)~ [l + Y(k)] . (10)
a is drift tube radius. Y results from the non-
uniformity of the exciting field, Ez(z, r = a); in
general, it is of the order of a few per cel1t, but in
exceptional cases it may be as great as 30 per cent
(cf. Ref. (10), p. 50, Table VII). No simple
expression for the'S coefficients exist. They may
be expressed as Bessel-Fourier series (see pp. 54, 55
of Ref. (10)). They are related to each other by:
Vo oSl(k, r) = 2 W/L H (0 ) _ v: k; S (k )
or k (}, r 0 k r ,r
VoaSr(k, r) = 2E (0 r) _ VoSr(k, r) _ VoSz(k, r).
or Z , r k
(11)
In the first equation, the first right-hand term is
small compared with the second one.
3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion are transformed so that
the longitudinal coordinate', z, is the independent
variable and longitudinal kinetic energy, T, and
phase, 1> = wt +~o, are the dependent ones:
.. dzdz 1 dz2
mz = m dt dz = 2m dz'
= dT = eE (z r)cos1> (12)dz z,
~~ = w (::t1 = w (;t 2
d21> = _ (,~)1/2 dT
dz2 W 23T3 dz .
Radial motion is described by:
d 2r _ 1 d 2r (defi )2 1 dr d21>
dz2 - w 2 dt2 .dz' + ~ dt dz2 (14)
.. d2r E ( ),/.. (15)mr = m dt 2 = e r Z, r cos'f'.
The magnetic rf field is omitted, since its contribu-
tions are of the order of relativistic effects.
4. THIN LENS TRANSFORMATIONS
The term 'thin lens' as used in this context does
not refer to a physically realizable device. It is just
a mathematical prescription for the computation
of particle trajectories: the action of the field
distributed throughout the gap is replaced by that
of an equivalent 'thin lens' as if the gap were
reduced to its median plane; the particle on this
fictitious trajectory moves freely up to this plane;
there it receives a longitudinal and a radial kick
(.:1 W, .:1r'), a longitudinal and a radial displacement
(LJ¢, LJr); afterwards it drifts again freely to the
next lens. The subscripts i, 0, e denote the values
of the particle coordinates at the cell entrance
(z = - Lj2, input coordinates), the centre (z = 0)
and the exit (z = Lj2, output), respectively.
The total incremep.ts of longitudinal kinetic
energy (see Fig. 3) and of radial slope r' = dr/dz
equal the thin lens increm~nts, while pha~e and
radius increase linearly in free space and must be
transformed' in the following way:
1>(z) = ~i + fZ 1>'(') d'
-L/2
= 1>i + fZ d' [1>i + f~ d'l) 4>"('I))J
-L/2 -L/2
= 1>i + 1>i (z +~) + fZ d1] fZ d' 1>"(1]). (16)
-L/2 1]
The interchange of integrations in the double
integral (see Fig. 2) is the essential step of this
derivation. It has been used before by Lapostolle (5)
and Swenson. (7) The final result is:
1>(z) = ~i + 1>i f2 + z1>'(z) - .(Z d1] 1]1>"(1]) . (17)
.. -LJ2
In the same way the equation for r is found:
r(z) == ri + ri f + zr'(z) - JZ
2 -L/2
FIG. 2. The domain of integration in Eq. (16).
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Ltef> = cPe -4>i = cP~Lj2 +Ll~ +(4)i + Ll4>') Lj2
Llr = re-ri = riLj2 +Llr +(ri +Llr')Lj2 (19)
These two equations taken for z = Lj2 give together
with the equations for longitudinal kinetic energy
and radial slope the increments of particle co-
·ordinates across the whole cell (see Figs. 3 to 5):
Wi~ We = Wi+LlW
ri ~r; = ri +Llr'
with
Ll~ = - JL/2 dz zeP"(z) ,
-L/2
Llf = - JL/2 dz zr"(z).
-L/2
The integrands of the above integrals
derivatives of reduced phase:
- de/> -, d2e/>
ep = ep - z dz' ep = - z dz'2







For historical reasons and for definiteness the
expressions for the above differences are derived
from approximate solutions of the equations of
motion found with mid-gap values as initial con-
ditions; therefore they depend on these still un-
known mid-gap values W, cPo, r~, ro. These must
be found by. solving for them a second set of
difference equations giving the increments ofparticle
coordinates across the first half of the cell up to· the
centre, z = 0 (see Figs. 3 to 5):
W= Wi+Llwl
r~ = r;+r;
LlcP1 = cPo - 4>i = 4>: Lj 2 + Ll~l
Llr] = ro - ri = r; Lj2 +L1i\ (23)
with
Ll1>l = - JO dz z eP" (z),
-L/2
Llr1= - JO dz z r"(z). (24)
. -L/2
It may be worth while to stress that the above
relations obtained by the introduction of the
reduced (thin lens) variables are mathematically
Gap
T(z)
Drift tube Drift tube
bore
W
- - - - ---"---------
We
-l/2 -p/2 pj2







FIG. 4. Real (-) and thin lens (- - -) trajectory for phase.
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-l/2 -p/2 0 p/2
FIG. 5. Real (-) and thin lens (- . -) trajectory for radius.
L/2
The equation for radial motion, Eq. (14), gives to
the same approximation:
d2r k d2r, dT
dz2 == mw2 m dt 2 - r0(2W)-l dz
.e r~ d{>
= 2WEr(z, r(O») cos (kz +4>0) - kz dz· (30)
There is another method of solving the equations
ofmotion approximately: perturbation theory. (10.11)
The influence of the rf field on the motion of the
expressions are still too complicated. A Taylor's
series in r~ is used for the field components:
Ez,r(z, r(O») = Ez,r(z, ro)
+r~z oEz,r(z, ro)/oro+r~2 . ... (27)
Higher powers than the first one in r~ are neglected,
though ·with the present method it is easy to evaluate
terms of any order in r~. As mentioned in an
earlier paper, (16) thin lens variables are very
favourable, since the changes of all quantities
needed are expressed by equations (Eqs. (12) to (15),
(20), (24)) whose right-hand sides are proportional
to the field. If first-order results are sufficient, it is
permitted to replace the arguments in the fields and
in factors of the fields by their zero-order solu-
tions (26). Whenever this is done below, the equals
sign is replaced with ==.
By this method it is found from Eqs. (13) and
(26), that
exact; in general, the thin lens increments exactly
equal those of the real trajectory. In practice,
differences may occur in very exceptional cases, if
one (for example, the fictitious) trajectory passes a
forbidden region (for example, occupied by a
boundary or an obtrusion) while the other (for
example, the real one) passes an allowed region.
In view of the rigorous validity of the above
difference equations, the term 'thin lens approxima-
tion' is somewhat misleading.
The thin lens method has the disadvantage of
involving two steps (19) and (23), for getting the
increments of particle coordinates. There are
methods(13,15) where these increments can be
computed in one step across the whole cell. But
their use requires drastic changes of linac design
procedures.
5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion given in Sec. 3 are
solved approximately by iteration, starting from
free particle motion where:
Z = z0 t , r = rot + r0 • (25)
With these the zero order solutions for the
dynamical variables are found:
T(o) = W = mw2/2k2 = const.
4>(0) = kz + CPo
r(O) = r~ = ro/zo = k ro/w = const.
r(O) = r~z +ro. (26)
When these solutions are inserted into the right-
hand sides of the equations of motion, the arising
d2cp • k dT
dz2 = - 2Wdz




free particle is regarded 'as a small perturbation.
This method uses expansions in powers of the
perturbation parameter K = eE1/(mwzo)t «0.1 for
0.50 MeV protons). The number of iterations
performed in the first approach corr~sponds to the
highest exponent of powers in K considered. The
second method has the advantage that the accuracy
obtained in each step can be roughly estimated.
According to this estimate the accuracy of first
order results is about 10 per cent at 0.50 MeV and
increases with increasing proton energy.
Some results of numerical investigations concern-
ing accuracy are reported at the end of this paper.
6. DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS
The difference equations can now be found very
easily. Only some of the derivations are given as
examples. From Eq. (12), together with Eqs. (26)
and (27), the gain in longitudinal kinetic energy
across the whole gap is found as:
J W == e fL/2 Ez(z, ro)cos (kz) dzcos<po
-Lj2
I fL/2 aEz ( ) • (k)dz· ,./.... '2
-,oe -a Z,'o ZSln z sln"f'o+'o···
-LJ2 '0 '
== e VoTz(k, r0) cos <Po + e Vo:k ~~l r~ sin <Po ·
The symmetry (2) is used. The integrals of the
first line are compared with the Tl coefficient
defined in Eqs. (4)' and its derivative to give the
second line. One proceeds similarly for Jw1 :
JlV1 == e fO Ez(z, 'O)cos (kz) dzcos4>o
-L/2
- e fO Ez(z, '0) sin (kz) dz sin 4>0
-LJ2
+,~e fO aaEz(z, 'o)zcos(kz)dzcos4>o
-Lj2 '0
- r~ e fO aaEzz sin (kz) dz sin 4>0
-LJ2 '0
== e~OTI(k, ro)cos<po+ e~o Sl(k, ro)sin<po
e Vo d oSl(k, '0)' ,./....
- 2 dk--ar;;-- 'Ocos"f'O
eVo d aTl , . ,./...
+ 2 dk a,o 'oSln,/,o·
t K is the impulse transmitted to the particle' by the rf field
(of average strength E1) during one period over the free par-
ticle momentum rnzo.
J[J is found from Eqs. (20), (28), (26) and (27) and
by comparison with Eq. (4):
ek fL/2 . .J[J == - 2W Ez(z, 'o)zsln(kz) dzsln 4>0
-Lj2
ek fL/2 aE+,~ 2W -aZ(z, 'o)z2cos(kz)dzcosepo
-Lj2 '0
. eVok d ) .
= 2W dkTl(k"o sln4>o
eVok d2 aTl ,
- 2W dk2 0'0 'ocos4>o·
For the computation of the increments of the radial
variables, Eq. (30) is used. In this way all differences
given in Tables I and II are derived. They agree
with T~bles III and V of Ref. (10) (Tables I and III
of Ref. (11)), if Eqs. (7) and their derivatives with
respect to , are used.
In the past the correctness of difference equations
similar to those in Table I has been checked by
giving a Hamiltonian for them or by sh.owing that
the Jacobian of this transformation of particle
coordinates equals unity exactly or approxi-
Inately. (2,6,7) This check cannot be applied to the
equations in Table I, since it is only applicable to
canoni~ally conjugate variables, while T/w (T
longitudinal kinetic energy), [J, ,', r do not con-
stitute a set sharing this property. In fact, T/w and
q; are canonically conjugate (their Poisson bracket
equals unity exactly) but r' and r are neither
compatible with these longitudinal coordinates nor
among themselves' as canonically conjugate vari-
ables. Any Poisson bracket involving " or r
differs from the pertinent condition for a canonical
transformation already by terms linear in the rf
field. Therefore the Jacobian for these radial
variables and for the whole set also differs from
unity by terms linear in the field. All this is
discussed in Ref. (16), Chap. 11.
In conclusion it may be repeated that the non-
relativistic increments of particle coordinates across
the whole cell may be computed from Eqs. (23),
(19), (29) and Tables I and II.
The method described above is presently used to
compute second order difference equations whose
terms are proportional to K 2[,,-,(eVo/2W)2]. These
are rather complicated and involve a number of hew
beam dynamics coefficients, most of them being
repeated Fourier transforms of the rf field. Some
preliminary numerical results indicate that the
second-order contributions are smaller than the
first-order contributions by a factor e Vo!2W =
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TABLE I
Change of particle coordinates across the whole gap
Ll W = eVoTz cos 4> + eVod/dk oIl/or r' sin 4>
Ll¢; = rxkd/dk Tz sin 4> -rxkd2/dk2 oTz/or r' cos 4>
Llr' = - rxTr sin 4> +rx(d/dk oTr/or - Tz) r' cos 4>
Llf = - rxd/dk Tr cos 4> - rx(d2/dk2oTr/or - d/dk Tz) r' sin 4>
TABLE II
Change of coordinates across first half of gap
LlWl = Ll W/2 +e.Vo/2(Sz sin 4> - d/dk oSz/or r' cos 4»
J~l = LJ~/2 - rxk/2(dSz/dk cos 4> +d2/dk2 oSz/or r' sin 4»
Llri = Llr'/2 - rx/2[Sr cos 4> + (d/dk oSr/or,+Sz) r' sin 4>]
i:Jf1 = Llf/2 + rx/2[dSr/dk sin 4> - (d2/dk2 oSr/or + dSz/dk) r' cos 4>]
Notations for both tables:
k = w/zo, <X = eVo/2W, W = (m/2)i~, m = rest mass.
The argument (k, ro) of the Tand S coefficients (Eqs. (4) and (5))
and the subscript 0 of 4>0 and r~ have been omitted.
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eEoLj2W, which is of the order of 0.1 for low-
energy cells. (For example, for the first half-cell
of the CPS linac under operating conditions:
Eo =2.77 MV/m, W = 0.59 MeV, L = 5.09 cm,
eVoj2W = 0.127).
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